
 

Popular Blog of Elite Security Services Publishes Buying Tips for Home Security 

Systems Customers.   

 

Elite Security Services has just published a new article on its blog providing buying tips 

to customers of home security systems. Elite Security Services is a leading security 

company that provides service in America and Canada. Their official blog is well 

acclaimed for its informative discussions on different aspects of domestic security.  

 

Yet another blog post on home security systems has recently been published in the blog 

of Elite Security Services. This new post shares useful suggestions to help the 

homeowners make the correct decision while choosing their security package. Elite 

Security Services has emerged in the last few months as one of the most efficient service 

providers in the security industry in Canada and the United States. Their official blog 

regularly publishes different, useful posts pertaining to home protection. The posts in the 

blog are all written by the owner of the company Mr. Paul Shakuri, who is also a well 

known security expert.  

 

Mr. Shakuri has requested all homeowners to check the business license of the home 

security systems providers before taking any decision.  This is important because only a 

licensed provider can offer high class products or services. The financial strength of the 

company is another parameter that needs to be considered.  It is always better to deal with 

a company that is properly insured. Mr. Shakuri has strongly recommended the 

homeowners to install systems only from companies that are dealer’s of ADT. He has 

also advised all readers to buy security packages from companies with a strong team of 

technicians and customer service representatives.      

 

Mr. Shakuri’s company Elite Security Services offers three packages of home security 

systems in Canada and America. The low cost packages from the company have received 

excellent response from the market in both countries. Talking about the blog of the 

company, Mr. Shakuri states, “Our mission is to promote a crime free society. We try to 

create security awareness among the people through our blog. I am extremely pleased to 

know that people like the blog and its contents”.     

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  

 

 

Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-8452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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